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AI-Powered Conversational CX

Many contact centers are turning to virtual AI  

tools to augment their agent workforce, manage  

fluctuating interaction volumes, offer customers  

immediate assistance and self-service capabilities  

on a 24x7 basis, and automate routine tasks so  

agents can focus on more complex support issues. 

However, traditional AI support solutions can feel  

robotic, lack personalization, struggle to deviate  

from their pre-programmed vocabulary, and as  

a result, they’re often viewed as an unwelcomed  

roadblock and point of frustration that consumers  

have to work around before reaching a live agent. 

As a native component of the UJET CCaaS 

Platform,  Virtual Agent was designed with a 

different  approach, and eliminates the complexity 

of multiple integrated systems. Conversational 

AI supports more natural and human-like 

interactions, and can offload a variety of simple 

and complex  tasks traditionally supported by a 

live agent. It intelligently monitors sentiment and  

can perform a warm handoff to an agent when  

appropriate.

Predictive, Dynamic Routing

UJET’s intelligent and contextual routing for virtual  

agents is the first of its kind. Using real-time and  

historical data based on the customer’s record,  

their journey, or predicted intent, the UJET routing  

engine can dynamically determine if routing to  

a virtual agent or a live agent will yield the best  

overall outcome. 

Intelligent routing eliminates not only the  

traditional back-and-forth questioning to  

determine where to route a customer, but also 

the potentially frustrating experience of  being 

forced to engage with the virtual agent as  a first 

line of defense, when getting to a  live agent is the 

preferred course of action. 

If the virtual agent needs live agent support to  

resolve an issue, the live agent is first presented  

with the full context and a high-level summary of  

the customer’s journey for a seamless handoff,  

more personalized service, and quicker resolution.

 

General and Specialized Virtual  Agents 

The UJET Virtual Agent enhances the customer  

experience by supporting one or more generalist  

and specialized Virtual Agent types to complete  

specific tasks, close issues, address after-hours  

requests, and more. 

Generalists can support a broader set of requests  

and are best utilized earlier in the customer  

journey to replace the traditional IVR experience  

or to perform simple lookup tasks like inquiring on  

an order status, hours of operation, or inventory  

levels. Specialized bots can be designed to  

support an array of more complex tasks such as  

processing a product return, changing a travel  

reservation or doctor’s appointment, or starting an  

insurance claim. Specialized bots will learn faster  

and their ability to resolve complex issues will  

improve with every conversation as they become  

exposed to relevant conversational input. 

Virtual Agent
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Learn More

To learn more about how the UJET Virtual Agent  

supports customer self-service and automates  

tasks for agents, visit www.getUJET.com. 

UJET is the world’s first and only cloud contact  

center platform for smartphone era CX. By  

modernizing digital and in-app experiences, UJET  

unifies the enterprise brand experience across  

sales, marketing, and support, eliminating the  

frustration of channel switching between voice,  

digital, and self-service for consumers. Offering  

multi-provider voice reliability and a native  

multicloud architecture, UJET powers the world’s  

largest elastic CCaaS tenant at up to 22,000  

agents globally, and is trusted by innovative,  

customer-centric enterprises like Instacart, Turo,  

Wag!, and Atom Tickets to intelligently orchestrate  

predictive, contextual, conversational customer  

experiences.

Industry-Specific Applications

Banking

• Replace lost or stolen card

• Set a travel alert

• Change address

• Check payment status

• Check balances

Retail

• Check order status

• Check if item is in stock

• Cancel order

• Change shipping address

Healthcare

• Reschedule appointments

• Cancel appointments

• Screen patients for symptoms

Natural Language Processing 

The Virtual Agent understands both consumer  

intent and sentiment using advanced natural  

language models. This real-time data and context 

is analyzed along with the CRM record to provide  

a more personalized experience while  efficiently 

resolving customer issues or escalating to live 

agents as  appropriate. The virtual agent can 

support  multiple languages and it will get better 

and  more efficient over time as it learns from  the 

conversational data of each interaction. 
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